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Abstract: The 19th century marked an unprecedented period of prosperity in British literature, giving rise to numerous distinguished authors and works. During this era, the metaphor of addiction, as a unique narrative technique, established a close connection with character development. This metaphor not only deepened the portrayal of characters but also enriched the thematic content of the works, allowing readers to understand more profoundly the inner worlds and complex personalities of the characters. The use of addiction metaphors in 19th century British novels was not accidental; it reflected the societal attention to drug issues and the profound exploration of human nature. Through the symbolic element of addiction, authors could reveal the inner conflicts, struggles, and pursuits of their characters, thereby creating more dimensional and vivid character portrayals. Moreover, the development of character personalities also influenced the representation of addiction metaphors in novels. Different character personalities led to varied attitudes and responses to addiction, further enriching the connotation and expression of the addiction metaphor. Therefore, the relationship between addiction metaphors and character development is intertwined and mutually reinforcing.
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1. The Manifestation of Addiction Metaphors in Novels

1.1. Descriptions of Characters' Inner Selves
Addiction, as a severe ailment, is often used symbolically in novels, acting as a mirror reflecting the deep-seated conflicts, desires, and inescapable predicaments in the characters' inner selves. When characters fall into the quagmire of addiction, they face not just physical dependency but also moral, emotional, and spiritual struggles and degeneration, as detailed in Figure 1. The strong allure of addiction, akin to the whispers of a demon, tempts characters to abandon their selves in pursuit of fleeting, illusory happiness. However, this happiness is built on destruction; it erodes the will of the characters, strips them of their dignity, and pushes them into an irreversible abyss [1]. By depicting the destructive power of addiction, novels profoundly showcase the vulnerability and helplessness of characters when faced with temptation. The symbolic use of metaphors reveals the flaws in character personalities, prompting reflection on human weaknesses and how to resist various temptations in real life, stay true to oneself, and move towards the light.

![Figure 1. Proportion of Scenes Involving Addiction Metaphors](image1)

1.2. Descriptions of Characters' Actions
The depiction of characters' actions through addiction metaphors in novels is undoubtedly a striking artistic representation. When characters are caught in the vortex of addiction, their behaviors often become abnormal, as if driven by an invisible force. Under this influence, they may pursue drugs recklessly, even at the expense of their dignity and bottom line. Their obsession with the ephemeral joy of drugs overlooks the endless pain and destruction that come with it. This obsession and pursuit vividly embody the addiction metaphor in action. Driven by addiction, characters might commit unthinkable acts, such as robbery, fraud, or even murder, which not only reveal the destructiveness of addiction but also reflect the weaknesses and flaws in their personalities. Additionally, the metaphor of addiction is further illustrated by depicting characters' self-destructive behaviors, such as suicide or self-exile, as a means to escape the pain of reality.

1.3. Through Atmosphere and Setting
In the 19th century British literary masterpiece *A Tale of Two Cities*, the metaphor of addiction is fully embodied through descriptions of the environment and atmosphere, as detailed in Figure 2. The depiction of drug trading places in
2. The Intrinsic Connection Between Character Development and Addiction Metaphors

2.1. Revealing Flaws and Weaknesses in Character Personalities

Table 1. The Relationship Between Addiction Metaphors and the Revelation of Character Flaws in Novels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defects of character</th>
<th>Manifestations of Addiction Metaphors</th>
<th>Consequences Triggered</th>
<th>Reflections on Human Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selfishness</td>
<td>Characters indulge in addiction in pursuit of personal gratification, disregarding the feelings and needs of others.</td>
<td>Leads to the breakup of friendships, ultimately resulting in loneliness and helplessness.</td>
<td>Human selfishness often leads to harming others and one's own isolation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greed</td>
<td>Characters seek the fleeting joy brought by drugs, endlessly pursuing more.</td>
<td>Results in financial difficulties, even pushing individuals towards criminal activities.</td>
<td>Human greed can make people lose their reason, pursuing fleeting happiness at all costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanity</td>
<td>Characters rely on drugs to escape from the difficulties of real life.</td>
<td>Loss of a positive attitude towards life, becoming immersed in an illusory world.</td>
<td>The tendency to escape reality only leads to further disorientation, losing opportunities for growth and progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape from reality</td>
<td>Manifestations of Addiction Metaphors:</td>
<td>Consequences Triggered:</td>
<td>Reflections on Human Nature:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Addiction metaphors in novels often serve as a profound and unique narrative technique to reveal hidden flaws and weaknesses in character personalities. These flaws, like hidden reefs in human nature, inadvertently lead to the overturning of characters' destinies. Selfishness, greed, vanity, and escapism are often magnified and displayed through addiction metaphors. When characters fall into the whirlpool of addiction, their selfishness might lead to betrayal of family and friends; greed could drive them to pursue fleeting pleasures at all costs; vanity might cause them to maintain appearances at the expense of sinking further; escapism could lead them to lose themselves in the illusory world of drugs. By depicting characters' addictions, authors show how these personality flaws step by step push characters towards destruction, deeply exploring the social and cultural roots behind these flaws. This deep analysis makes the novel not just a simple story but a profound reflection on human nature, morality, and social phenomena. Thus, it reminds us to be vigilant about the flaws and weaknesses lurking deep within human nature while pursuing happiness and satisfaction, to avoid the path to ruin.

2.2. Reflecting Characters’ Responses to Adversity

In novels, addiction metaphors not only reveal characters’ flaws and weaknesses but are also often used to deeply reflect characters’ ways of coping with adversity. When characters face significant challenges in life, such as career setbacks, family breakdowns, or emotional wounds, some may choose to immerse themselves in the illusory world of drugs. They use substances to numb themselves, escaping the pain and pressure of reality in search of momentary peace and happiness. However, this method of coping, akin to drinking poison to quench thirst, only leads to further descent, trapping them in a cycle they cannot escape from. Addiction metaphors reveal the characters’ inner weakness and sense of powerlessness, showcasing their resignation and despair towards life. In the world of drugs, they might find temporary solace, but this false happiness ultimately cannot fill the void and loss within. This approach is essentially a form of self-
abandonment and irresponsibility towards life. Through this metaphor, authors successfully trigger readers' attention towards social issues, family relationships, and psychological stress. It reminds us that in real life, many people may also face similar difficulties and challenges. We need to pay attention to their inner worlds, understand their struggles and pain, and help them find better coping mechanisms to overcome their troubles and start anew.

2.3. Shaping the Complexity and Multifaceted Nature of Characters

In novels, addiction metaphors are a powerful tool for depicting the complexity and multifaceted nature of characters, enabling the dynamic portrayal of character personalities and the deep exploration of underlying social environments and family backgrounds. For example, Charles Dickens's "Oliver Twist" features the protagonist Oliver, who starts as an innocent and kind-hearted orphan longing for love and care. However, as the plot unfolds and he finds himself surrounded by society's indifference and cruelty, he gradually descends into despair. The application of addiction metaphors in this context lends more tension and depth to Oliver's character development. When Oliver is forced to associate with delinquents and exposed to drugs, his inner struggle and eventual downfall are vividly portrayed. This transformation highlights the vulnerability and susceptibility to temptation in Oliver's character, as well as the significant impact of the social environment on individual character formation. Through the metaphor of addiction, Dickens successfully crafts a complex character who, despite his inherent goodness, is pressured by societal forces into corruption. This in-depth analysis makes the novel more engaging and provides a deeper understanding of human nature.

3. Innovation in Literary Creation with Addiction Metaphors

3.1. Breaking Through Traditional Character Development Methods

In 19th-century British novels, addiction metaphors provide authors with a more profound and nuanced means of character portrayal. Compared to traditional character development methods, addiction metaphors more effectively reveal characters' inner conflicts, struggles, and vulnerabilities, making the characters more dimensional and rich. Taking Thomas Hardy's *Tess of the d'Urbervilles* as an example, the novel cleverly employs addiction metaphors in its character development. Hardy combines the metaphor of addiction with the depiction of Tess's gradual descent into despair and degradation amidst adversities, making Tess's character more vivid and profound. Tess, originally an innocent and kind woman, is cruelly toyed with by fate, leading her into dire straits. Under the weight of life, she increasingly feels empty and helpless, as if eroded by an intangible "addiction". She attempts to find relief through various means but ultimately falls into deeper despair. Hardy, with a delicate touch, portrays Tess's inner struggle and pain. She desires to escape her predicament but cannot resist the dictates of fate, making her character more dimensional and profound. This method of character development through addiction metaphors allows readers to delve deeper into Tess's inner world, feeling her pain and helplessness. The in-depth portrayal resonates emotionally with readers, making the novel more captivating and impactful.

3.2. Enriching the Themes and Content of Works

The use of addiction metaphors in literary creation injects new vitality into the themes and content of the works, cleverly linking deep themes such as social phenomena, exploration of human nature, moral dilemmas, and the entanglement of desires. The works transcend mere surface narration, delving into the core of human nature. Through the metaphor of addiction, writers depict characters' struggles and descents in adversity, thereby exploring the complexity of human nature and the diversity of society. In these works, addiction is no longer just a simple material dependency but becomes a mirror reflecting human weaknesses and societal ills. This innovative metaphorical technique makes the expression more nuanced and profound, avoiding straightforward moral preaching. Through vivid plots and lively character images, readers are encouraged to draw their conclusions and reflect during the reading process. While appreciating the literary works, readers are also prompted to ponder life, society, and morality, thus gaining a deeper reading experience. Readers, while enjoying literary works, are also led to contemplate the essence of life.

4. Conclusion

In summary, by exploring the relationship between addiction metaphors and character development in 19th-century British novels, a close and intricate connection between the two is revealed. Addiction metaphors, as a unique narrative technique, deepen our understanding of character personalities, adding rich layers to the development of the novel's plot and thematic expression. In these classic novels, addiction often serves as a crucial window into the characters' inner worlds, symbolizing certain flaws, desires, or fears. Through detailed portrayal, we gain insight into the complexity and multifaceted nature of characters' personalities. At the same time, the characters' traits also influence their attitudes and behaviors towards addiction [4]. This interactive relationship makes the metaphor of addiction in novels more vivid and realistic, reminding us to pay attention to the fragility and complexity of human nature and to consider how to prevent similar tragedies in real life. Therefore, this metaphorical technique not only has literary value but also holds significant social significance [5].
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